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ELECTRONIC SERVICES INFRASTRUCTURE

- Security and Identity
- Digital Signature
- Electronic Payments
- Electronic Messaging
- Electronic Service
- Delivery
- Client Support
- Hosting
- Interoperability
1. Strong authentication for all connected information systems
2. Single sign-in/sign-out
3. All qualified electronic signature types supported
4. Supports Mobile ID
1. Gives electronic documents or transactions legal force

2. All qualified electronic signature types supported, including Mobile ID

3. Simple technical interfaces
1. Facilitates payments for any connected service
2. All payment tools supported, including bank cards, internet banking, cash
3. All banks, cash-in terminals and post offices are connected.
Communication with citizens through different communication channels
GOVERNMENTAL INTEROPÆRABILITY PLATFORM

Facilitates data exchange between authorities in a unified technical and contractual way
MOVING FROM THIS ...
MCloud® is the governmental cloud computing environment for hosting and efficient operations of governmental information systems.

1. Get the computational resources in minutes!
2. No lengthy procurement processes!
3. Secure, reliable, always available!
MCloud® – GOVERNMENTAL SHARED TECHNOLOGICAL PLATFORM
OPEN CONTRACTING
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Open contracting refers to norms and practices for increased disclosure and participation in public contracting including tendering, performance and completion.
The goal is to make all government contracting open by default, to increase disclosure and participation in all stages of public contracting, from the pre-award of a contract through to its implementation.
WHY OPEN CONTRACTING?

1. Better value for money

2. Improved service delivery

3. Enhanced opportunities for businesses

4. Deterring fraud and corruption
• Mission of the Open Contracting Data Standard team in March 2015, in order conduct an assessment of the existing public procurement system against Open Contracting Principles and Data Standard.

• Meetings with several institutions that expressed their interest in piloting OCDS, meaning: the Public Procurement Agency, Ministry of Transportation and Road infrastructure, The State Road Administration, Ministry of Health, Medicine Agency.

• After the visit in Moldova, the OCDS team elaborated a Open Contracting Assessment, by presenting their findings and recommendations on three dimensions: legal framework; Timeliness, usefulness, and completeness of information; Stakeholder engagement and effective data use.
• Working on two dimensions, disclosure and participation:
  - the piloting institutions delegated open contracting coordinators
  - a list of CSOs that previously expressed their interest in participation was shortlisted;

• A MoU will be signed by the public institutions involved in piloting this initiative

• A kick-off meeting is being prepared together with the OCDS team, to take place at the end of October.
THANK YOU!

Informații de contact:
E-mail: office@egov.md